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5 UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

6 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON 

7 DEREK ALLEN LEWIS, 
NO: 1:19-CV-3158-TOR 

8 Plaintiff, 
ORDER OF DISMISSAL 

9 V. 

28 U.S.C. § 1915(g) 
10 JOHN DOE DOMINGUEZ, YAKIMA 

COUNTYSHERIFF' S 
11 DEPARTMENT and YAKIMA 

COUNTY SHERIFF JOHN DOE, 
12 

Defendants. 
13 

14 Before the Court is Plaintiff's First Amended Complaint, ECF No. 12. By 

15 Order filed December 16, 2019, the Court directed Plaintiff to show cause why this 

16 action should not be dismissed as set forth in the Order to Amend or Voluntarily 

17 Dismiss Complaint, filed August 28, 2019, ECF No. 8, or, in the alternative, to file 

18 a First Amended Complaint stating a plausible claim for relief. ECF No. 11. 

19 Plaintiff, a prisoner at the Monroe Correctional Complex, is proceeding pro se and 

20 in forma pauper^is; Defendants have not been served. 
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1 As a general rule, an amended complaint. supersedes the original complaint 

2 and renders it without legal effect. Lacey v. AIaricopa County, 693 F.3d 896, 927 

3 (9th Cir. 2012). Therefore, "[a]ll causes of action alleged in an original complaint 

4 which are not alleged in an amended complaint are waived." King v. 4tiyeh, 814 

5 I) F.2d 565, 567 (9th Cir. 1987) (citing London v. Coopers & Lybrand, 644 F.2d 811, 

6 814 (9th Cir. 1981)), overruled in part by Lacey, 693 F.3d at 928 (any claims 

7 voluntarily dismissed are considered to be waived if not repled). 

8 Furthermore, Defendants not named in an amended complaint are no longer 

9 11 defendants in the action. See Ferdik v. Bonzelet, 963 F.2d 1258, 1262 (9th Cir. 

10 1992). Therefore, Defendants Yakima County and Yakima County Jail have been 

11 terminated from this action and Defendants Yakima County Sheriff's Department 

12 and Yakima County Sheriff John Doe were added. Defendant DOC Officer 

13 Dominguez is now identified as John Doe Dominguez. 

14 Liberally construing the allegations in the First Amended Complaint in the 

15 light most favorable to Plaintiff, however,.the Court finds that he has failed to state 

16 a claim upon which relief may be granted. 

17 SECTION 1983 

18 Plaintiff asserts a violation of 42 U.S.C. § 1983. ECF No. 12 at 19. Section 

19 1 1983 is merely an enabling statute—it is not possible to violate it. Gonzaga 

20 Universitv v. Doe, 536 U.S. 273, 285 (2002) ("one cannot go into court and claim a 
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1 violation of § 1983 - for § 1983 by itself does not protect anyone against anything." 

2 I (quoting Chapman v. Houston Welfare Rights Org., 441 US. 600, 617 (1979)) 

3 (internal quotation marks omitted). Rather, section 1983 "merely provides a 

4 mechanism for enforcing individual rights `secured' elsewhere, i.e., rights 

5 independently `secured by the Constitution and laws' of the United States." Id. 

6 ~ (quoting § 1983). 

7 Section 1983 requires a claimant to prove (1) a person acting under color of 

8 ( state law (2) committed an act that deprived the claimant of some right, privilege, or 

9 immunity protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States. Leer v. Murphy, 

10 844 F.2d 628, 632-33 (9th Cir. 1988). A person deprives another "of a constitutional 

11 I right, within the meaning of section 1983, if he does an affirmative act, participates 

12 in anther's affirmative acts, or omits to perform an act which he is legally required 

13 to do that causes the deprivation of which [the plaintiff complains]." Redman v. 

14 Cnty. of San Diego, 942 F.2d 1435, 1439 (9th Cir. 1991) (emphasis and brackets in 

15 the original), abrogated in part on othergroccnds, Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825 

16 (1994); Johnson v. Dt f , 588_ F.2d 740, 743 (9th Cir. 1978). 

17 The term "person" includes local governmental entities, Cortez v. Cnty. ofLos 

18 Angeles, 294 F.3d 1186, 1188 (9th Cir. 2002), but does not encompass municipal or 

19 county departments. See United States v. Kama, 394 F.3d 1236, 1239-40 (9th Cir. 

20 2005) (Ferguson, J., concurring) ("[M]unicipal police departments and bureaus are 
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1 generally not considered `persons' within the meaning of 42 U.S.C. § 1983."). 

2 Therefore, the Yakima County Sheriff's Department is not a proper Defendant to 

3 this action. See Nolan v. Snohomish Cnty., 802 P.2d 792, 796 (Wash. Ct. App. 1990) 

4 ("[I]n a legal action involving a county, the county itself is the only ' legal entity 

5 capable of suing and being sued."). 

6 EIGHTH AMENDMENT 

7 Plaintiff asserts violations of his Eighth Amendment right to be free from cruel 

8 and unusual punishment. ECF No. 12 at 19-22. He indicates that he was a pretrial 

9 detainee at the time the events alleged in his First Amended Complaint occurred. A 

10 pretrial detainee's confinement conditions are analyzed under the due process clause 

11 of the Fourteenth Amendment rather than the Eighth Amendment's "cruel and 

12 unusual punishment" standard used for convicted prisoners. Bell v. Molfish, 441 

13 U.S. 520, 535 (1979). Therefore, Plaintiff has failed to state an Eighth Amendment 

14 claim upon which relief may be granted. 

15 PLAINTIFF'S ALLEGATIONS 

16 Plaintiff admits that his history of substance abuse has created negative 

17 interactions with Yakima County Sheriff's Deputies and "other law enforcement 

18 agencies in the Yakima County area," which has caused "animosity" to develop. 

19 ECF No. 12 at 5. Plaintiff avers that he was booked into the Yakima County Jail on 

20 June 4, 2019 and was placed on suicide watch due to his drug induced behavior. Id. 
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1 Plaintiff states that he exchanged "heated/hateful words," with Defendant 

2 Dominguez, a booking officer, and complains that, while he was reprimanded, 

3 Defendant Dominguez was not. Id. Plaintiff asserts that Defendant Yakima County 

4 Sheriff John Doe "failed to train, and/or supervise" Defendant Dominguez which led 

5 to Defendant Dominguez behaving in an inappropriate and unlawful manner toward 

6 pretrial detainees. Id. at 17. 

7 Plaintiff asserts that he was released to a regular living unit approximately two 

8 days later. Id. at 6. He states that on June 13,, 2019, Defendant Dominguez 

9 conducted a nighttime security/welfare check in that unit, during which Defendant 

10 Dominguez allegedly was loud and verbally abusive to another prisoner. Id. at 6-7. 

11 Plaintiff asserts that he was "startled awake" by Defendant Dominguez's behavior, 

12 became "agitated, and emotionally upset," and told Defendant Dominguez to "Leave 

13 him alone! He's apologized, that should be enough!" Id: at 7. 

14 Plaintiff claims that Defendant Dominguez then retaliated against Plaintiff for 

15 his comments, by stating within the hearing of other prisoners, "I know you! You 

16 were in the suicide watch cell!" ECF No. 12 at 7. Plaintiff asserts that his private 

17 "medical/health related information" was "unnecessarily reveal[ed]" in front of 

18 other prisoners, in violation of "H.I.P.P.A. [sic]." Id. at 7-8. 

19 Plaintiff avers that he responded to Defendant Dominguez's comments by 

20 stating, "Leave me alone! Stop harassing me! I'm trying to get some sleep!" Plaintiff 
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1 states Defendant Dominguez then commanded that Plaintiff get. off his bunk and 

2 come over to him. Id. at 8. Plaintiff alleges that when he continued to speak, 

3 Defendant Dominguez stated, "Shut up snitch! You want to help your friend ... and 

4 be a hero. Not on my watch! I'm going to let the other officers know, that you told- 

5 on-me! So, get ready for them! Get back on your bunk, NOW! Your ass is weak! 

6 You were on suicide-watch! You ain't shit!" Id. at 8-9. Although Plaintiff claims 

7 that Defendant Dominguez was provoking a physical altercation with him, he makes 

8 no allegation that one occurred. Id. at 9. Plaintiff also claims that Defendant 

9 Dominguez's actions "exhibit his intent to provoke violence between ... Lewis and 

10 other pre-trial-detainees." Id. 

11 Plaintiff asserts that Defendant Dominguez "continued his violent-verbal 

12 rants" as Plaintiff returned to his bunk, stating, "Cry yourself to sleep bitch! I'll give 

13 you some dirty cleaning-gear to dry your tears with! I'll also let other detainees 

14 know, that you TOLD ON ME! You'll be seeing them too! Goodnight." ECF No. 

15 12 at 10. Plaintiff states these comments were made in the presence of other 

16 prisoners/detainees. Id. 

17 Plaintiff contends that Defendant Dominguez's actions "subjected Lewis to a 

18 substantial risk of serious harm." Id. It is not at all clear, however, that stating, 

19 "Shut up snitch!" and revealing that a prisoner "told on" a Correctional Officer or 

20 other law enforcement officer would create a substantial risk of harm by other 
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1 prisoners. See Vcanlandingham v. Bojorgitez, 866 F.2d 1135, 1138 (9th Cir. 1989) 

2 (an accusation of "ratting" on fellow prisoners would implicate imminent danger); 

3 see also Wilkinson v. Austin, 545 U.S. 209, 227 (2005) ("[t]estifying against, or 

.4 otherwise informing on, gang activities can invite one's own death sentence"). 

5 Ordinarily, a "snitch" is one who cooperates with law enforcement, not one 

6 who tattles on a law enforcement officer. Indeed, it seems implausible that prisoners 

7 would view unfavorably a fellow prisoner who "told on" a correctional officer who 

8 was allegedly verbally abusive to prisoners. Nevertheless, Plaintiff contends that 

9 this "snitch" label created animosity between him and other prisoners and caused 

10 Plaintiff "to endure verbal harassment, and verbal threats of harm from other pre- 

11 trial-detainees." ECF No. 12 at 12-13. Plaintiff makes no assertion that he sought 

12 protective custody following this interaction with Defendant Dominguez on June 13, 

13 2019. 

14 Rather, Plaintiff states that on an unspecified date, he .got into a fight with 

15 another pretrial detainee "inside the restroom/shower area," an alleged "blind spot" 

16 where prisoners could not be observed. Id. He claims that during the altercation, 

17 the other prisoner stated, "Your [sic] a snitch! You deserve it!" Id. at 13. 

18 Although Plaintiff provides the names of several prisoners who allegedly. 

19 witnessed the exchange with Defendant Dominguez.on June 13, 2019, id. at 10-11, 

20 he does not identify the prisoner with whom he allegedly fought or state when this 
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1 altercation occurred. Instead, Plaintiff asserts, "upon information and belief, this 

2 altercation happened soon thereafter Dominguez placed the false "snitch"  label on 

3 him." ECF No. 12 at 13. Without more, these conclusory assertions are insufficient 

4 to state a plausible claim for relief. 

5 Plaintiff claims that as a result of the fight, he "suffered physical pain, 

6 emotional trauma ... and Post-Traumatic-Stress-Disorder." Id. He avers that he did 

7 not seek medical treatment for his alleged physical injuries because he did not "trust 

8 jail medical officials," after Defendant Dominguez's "abuse of trust." Id. at 14. 

9 Plaintiff claims Defendant Dominguez had threatened to notify all the other jail 

10 employees that Plaintiff "told on him," thereby "placing a barrier" between Plaintiff 

11 and "the entire jail employees," so that he could not turn to anyone for help or "trust 

12 any other jail employee, regarding this situation." -1d. at 13. 

13 Plaintiff's speculations regarding "barriers" which he does not claim to have 

14 tested, do not state a cognizable claim for relief. Plaintiff makes no allegation that 

15 he sought medical attention and was denied it. He makes no allegation that he sought 

16 protective custody after allegedly being labeled a "snitch," and was denied it. 

17 Rather, Plaintiff claims that he "was forced to endure many physical 

18 altercations while housed at the Yakima County Jail." Id. He states he had "repeated 

19 physical/verbal altercations" with other prisoners which has caused 

20 "emotional/psychological trauma." Id. at 14. He asserts that he suffered "physical 
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1 injuries" in "numerous fights," which have caused "psychological/emotional 

2 damages." ECF No. 12 at 15. Plaintiff does not state, however, when, where, or 

3 with whom these numerous altercations occurred or the circumstances linking them 

4 to Defendant Dominguez's labeling Plaintiff a snitch on June 13, 2019. Plaintiff's 

5 conclusory assertions do not state a plausible claim for relief. 

6 EXHAUSTION 

7 In any event, a prisoner may not bring a lawsuit with respect to conditions of 

8 confinement under § 1983 unless all available administrative remedies have been 

9 exhausted. 42 U.S.C. § 1997e(a); Vaden v. Summerhill, 449 F.3d 1047, 1050 (9th 

10 Cir. 2006); Brown v. Valoff, 422 F.3d 926, 934-35 (9th Cir. 2005). 

11 Exhaustion must precede the filing of the complaint and compliance with the 

12 statute is not achieved by satisfying the exhaustion requirement during the course of 

13 an action. McKinney v. Carey, 311 F.3d 1.198, 1199 (9th Cir. 2002). A prisoner 

14 must exhaust his administrative remedies before he tenders his complaint to the 

15 district court. Vaden v. Sccmmerhill, 449 F.3d at 1050; Cano v: Taylor, 739 F.3d 

16 1214, 1220-21 (9th Cir. 2014) (a claim may be exhausted prior to filing suit or during 

17 suit, so long as exhaustion was completed before the first time the prisoner sought 

18 to include the claim in the suit). . 

19 The United States Supreme Court wrote in Jones v. Bock, 549 U.S. 199 

20 (2007), that "failure to exhaust is an affirmative defense under the PLRA, and ... 
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1 inmates are not required to specially plead or demonstrate exhaustion in their 

2 complaints." Id. at 216. However, in those rare cases where a failure to exhaust is 

3 clear from the face of the complaint, a defendant may successfully move to dismiss 

4 under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6) for failure to state a claim. See id. 

5 at 215-16. 

6 When screening a complaint to determine whether it fails to state a claim upon 

7 which relief can be granted, courts apply the Rule 12(b)(6) standard. See Watison v. 

8 Carter, 668 F.3d 1108, 1112 (9th Cir. 2012) (applying the Rule 12(b)(6) standard to 

9 28 U.S.C. § 1915(e)(2)(B)(ii)); Wilhelm v. Rotman, 680 F.3d 1113, 1121 (9th Cir. 

10 2012) (applying the Rule 12(b)(6) standard to 28 U.S.C. § 1915A). Here, it is 

11 apparent from. Plaintiff's submissions that he did not fully exhaust his claims before 

12 signing and submitting his initial complaint on June 16, 2019. 

13 Plaintiff could not have exhausted available administrative remedies 

14 regarding Defendant Dominguez allegedly labeling him a "snitch" on June 13, 2019 

15 before he sought relief in the U.S. District Court. Therefore, the Court will dismiss 

16 this action for failure to exhaust under 42 U.S.C. § 1997e(a), and for failure to state 

17 a claim upon which relief may be granted under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1915(e)(2)(B) and 

18 1915A. 

19 HIPAA 

20 Furthermore, prisoners have no private right of. action under the Health 
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1 Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and no due process right to 

2 I informational privacy during incarceration. See Seaton v. Mayberg, 610 F.3d 530 

3 (9th Cir. 2010). Therefore, insofar as Plaintiff is asserting that Defendant 

4 Dominguez violated his HIPAA right to medical privacy, he has failed to state a 

5 claim upon which relief may be granted. 

6 CLAIMS OF OTHERS 

7 To the extent .that Plaintiff is attempting to assert or vindicate .the rights of 

8 other prisoners in this action, ECF No. 12 at 11-12, his First Amended Complaint 

9 also fails to state a cognizable claim. See Johns v. Cty. of Scan Diego, 114 F.3d 874, 

10 876-877 (9th Cir. 1997) (explaining that constitutional claims are personal and 

11 cannot be asserted vicariously, and that anon-attorney may appear pro se on his own 

12 behalf but has no authority to appear as an attorney for others). 

13 RETALIATION 

14 Plaintiff asserts that Defendant Dominguez revealed that Plaintiff had been in 

15 the suicide watch cell, spoke to Plaintiff in a provoking manner, and called him a 

16 "snitch" in retaliation for Plaintiff speaking up for another prisoner and because 

17 Plaintiff had engaged in a "negative verbal exchange of words" with Defendant 

18 Dominguez when he was booked into the Yakima County. ECF No. 12 at 9. 

19 I Allegations of verbal harassment and abuse do not state a claim cognizable 

20 under 42 U.S.C. § 1983. See Freeman v. Arpaio, 125 F.3d 732, 738 (9th Cir. 1997); 
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1 Oltarzewski v. Ruggiero, 830 F.2d 136, 139 (9th Cir.' 1987) (directing vulgar 

2 1 language at prisoner does not state constitutional claim); Burton v. Livingston, 791 

3 F.2d 97, 99 (8th Cir. 1986) ("mere words, without more, do not invade a federally 

4 II protected right"). Consequently, Plaintiff has not stated a claim upon which relief 

5 II may be granted regarding the alleged verbal exchanges with Defendant Dominguez. 

6 Within the prison context, a viable claim of First Amendment retaliation 

7 II entails five basic elements: (1) a state actor took some adverse action against an 

8 inmate; (2) the adverse action was imposed because of certain conduct; (3) the 

9 conduct giving rise to the adverse action is legally protected; (4) the adverse action 

10 chilled the inmate's speech; and (5) the adverse action did not reasonably advance a 

11 legitimate correctional goal. See, e.g., Resnick v. Hayes, 213 F.3d 443, 449 (9th Cir. 

12 2000); accord Watison, 668 F.3d at 1114-15; Brodheim v. Cry, 584 F.3d 1262, 1269 

13 (9th Cir. 2009). Plaintiff has failed to present facts supporting a plausible claim that 

14 adverse action was taken against him because he engaged in constitutionally 

15 protected conduct. 

16 Plaintiff's allegation that Defendant Dominguez acted in retaliation for his 

17 ~f negative verbal exchanges with Plaintiff does not show that Plaintiff engaged in 

18 protected conduct. A prisoner does not engage in constitutionally protected 

19 activities when he interjects himself into an exchange between a correctional officer 

20 
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1 and another inmate or when he engages in a negative verbal exchange with the same 

2 correctional officer. 

3 While an inmate has a right to file prison grievances, Pratt v. Rowland, 65 

4 F.3d 802, 806 (9th Cir. 1995), Plaintiff makes no assertion that he was retaliated 

5 against for filing grievances. Bare assertions of retaliatory motive are insufficient 

6 to support a claim. See Watison, 668 F.3d at 1114; Brodheim, 584 F.3d at 1269; 

7 Wood v. Yordy, 753 F.3d 899, 905 (9th Cir. 2014) ("[M]ere speculation that 

8 defendants acted out of retaliation is not sufficient."). Therefore, Plaintiff has failed 

9 to state a plausible claim of retaliation. 

10 For the reasons set forth above and in the Order to Amend or Voluntarily 

11 Dismiss, ECF No. 8, the Court finds that further leave to amend would be futile. 

12 Accordingly, this action is DISMISSED without prejudice for failure to state a claim 

13 upon which relief may be granted under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1915(e)(2) and 1915A(b)(1). 

14 Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1915(g), enacted April 26, 1996, a prisoner who 

15 brings three or more civil actions or appeals which are dismissed as frivolous or for 

16 failure to state a claim will be precluded. from bringing any other civil action or 

17 appeal in forma pazcperis "unless the prisoner is under imminent danger of serious 

18 physical injury." 28 U.S.C. § 1915(g).  Plaintiff is advised to read the statutory 

19 provisions under 28 U.S.C. 1915. This dismissal of Plaintiffs complaint 

20 
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l~ counts as one of the three dismissals allowed by 28 U.S.C. 1915(g) and ma_y 

2 I adversely affect his ability to file future claims. 

3' Accordingly, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 

4i 1. This action is DISMISSED without prejudice for failure to state a claim upon 

5' which relief may be granted under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1915(e)(2) and 1915A(b)(1). 

6 2. Plaintiff's in forma pauperis status is revoked. 

7 3. The Court certifies pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1915(a)(3) that any appeal of this 

8 Order would not be taken in good faith. 

9 IT IS SO ORDERED. The Clerk of Court is directed to enter this Order, 

10 I I enter judgment, provide copies to Plaintiff at his last known address, and CLOSE 

11 ~I the file. The Cleric of Court is further directed to .forward a copy of this Order to the 

12 J Office of the Attorney General of Washington, Corrections Division. 

13 DATED February 13, 2020. 

14 

15 ot " THOMAS O. RICE 
Chief United States District Judge 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 
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